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  “MEMORIES” Starring Sharon Owens STAGE PLOT
                                     8  piece orchestra
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Venue Technical Rider  
Stage/Sound and Dressing room requirements for Sharon Owens 

 
Audio Specifications 

The PA system for the performance must be capable of producing distortion free signal at a volume sufficient to cover the venue. 
Outboard equipment must include effects (i.e. reverb, delay).  

A qualified Audio Technical Engineer and qualified Light Technician and some crew are required. 

Video and Screen Capabilities ( if desired )  

Female Dresser needed for quick changes.  

Monitor system can be a traditional wedge system.  Effects in the monitors are much appreciated.  Placement of Monitors are 
separated enough for full view from the audience. 

Piano monitor and boom stand microphone (pianist may talk and/or sing) 

Particular Needs for Sharon Owens vocal microphone: 

Long Haul Reverb on ballads. Crisp sound for upbeat songs and Disco.  

No Compression in monitors please. 

Lighting and Stage Requirements 

Tuned Baby Grand / Full Grand Piano  OR  Piano Shell with 88 Keyboard  

Standard lighting with color washes to be controlled by Light Tech. 

1 Follow Spot controlled by capable technicians (if available) 

1 High Stool. Preferably movable 

1 Tall small top table  

Vase with a dozen PINK LIVE roses on the table. ( Performer will provide if necessary )  

Although, Pre show Lighting is requested on roses for  “look” on stage.  

Tea cup (if Sharon cannot provide her own) 

Table covering.  

Quick Change close to the stage/or close dressing rooms 

Dressing Room Requirements 

One Clean Private Dressing room with door or curtain 

Proper lighting and mirrors 

Rack with a Hangers for hanging costumes 

Private restroom or access to a Private restroom 

 Dressing Room Hospitality  

Bottled Purified Waters  

Soda, Coffee, Tea for Tech, Band and staff 

Towels/Paper or Cloth 

Crackers, Cheese, nuts, veggies backstage are always appreciated.  

Meal Requirements  

Meal is required for Band and Tech if rehearsal does not allow them time to eat. 

Hot Meal required for performance/rehearsal for MD & Sharon. 

Sharon is allergic to shellfish and has some allergies to some fruits such as Melons, Watermelon although she is NOT allergic to 
nuts!  



Sharon does not usually eat dinner before her performance.  

Understand most towns do not have restaurants open for a proper meal after the show so if  food can be kept for her after 
performance it is much appreciated. 
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